
ADVANCED ARRAY MICROPHONE INTEGRATED LOUDSPEAKER INTELLIMIX DSP

Single-Zone Automatic Coverage 

technology captures every 

talker in a 20 x 20 foot (6 x 6 

m) area automatically with no 

configuration required.

Wide-dispersion loudspeaker 

delivers clear, robust far-site audio 

that fills the room.

Industry-leading automatic mixing, 

acoustic echo cancellation, noise 

reduction, automatic gain control, 

and EQ provide an automix output 

with outstanding speech clarity.

Next-generation array 

architecture provides full-range 

speech capture and consistent 

directional performance even at 

lower frequencies.

With just PoE+ power it generates 

up to 86 dB SPL with no additional 

amplification required.

 

The loudspeaker signal is 

automatically assigned as the AEC 

reference so no additional signal 

routing is necessary.

 

INTEGRATED CONFERENCING CEILING ARRAY

The MXA902 is the first integrated ceiling array and loudspeaker for AV conferencing.  It delivers premium audio 

capture and reproduction in small to medium-sized meeting spaces – with just one device. The MXA902 combines an 

advanced array microphone with an integrated loudspeaker for natural sounding speech reproduction. Single-Zone 

Automatic Coverage™ technology captures every participant, a wide-dispersion loudspeaker delivers robust sound 

throughout the room, and onboard IntelliMix® DSP ensures echo- and noise-free audio.

THE FASTEST WAY TO BETTER SOUND.

INTEGRATED CONFERENCING CEILING ARRAY

AVAILABLE MODELS

MXA902W-S  Square Integrated Conferencing Array, 24-inch (white)

MXA902W-S-60CM  Square Integrated Conferencing Array, 60 cm (white)

ACCESSORIES 

MXA-MUTE Network Mute Button
Touch-sensitive mute button with programmable switch and LED can 
control one or multiple MXA microphones or DSP units 

A900-CM Ceiling Mount
Allows MXA902/920 ceiling array microphones to be attached directly to 
the ceiling

A900-PM Pole Mounting Kit
Allows MXA902/920 microphones to be suspended using threaded rod or 
NPT pole 

A900-GM Gripple Mounting Kit 
Allows MXA902/920 microphones to be suspended from the ceiling using 
Gripple fittings 

A910-HCM Hard Ceiling Mount Allows MXA902/MXA920-S to be mounted flush in a hard or drywall ceiling 

A910-JB Junction Box Adapter Allows MXA902/MXA920-S to be connected to wiring in electrical conduit 

FITS YOUR ROOM DESIGN

Add MXA-MUTE buttons for 

convenient audio muting or use your 

room control system.

Compatible with the A900 family 
of mounting hardware options to 
support in-ceiling, on-ceiling, pole, or 
wire-rope mounting.

White finish is paintable to match 

your room aesthetics.

MXA902 INTEGRATED CONFERENCING CEILING ARRAY


